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Abstract
A class of relational structures is said to have the extension preservation property if every first-order
sentence that is preserved under extensions on the class is equivalent to an existential sentence. The
class of all finite structures does not have the extension preservation property. We study the property on
classes of finite structures that are better behaved. We show that the property holds of classes of acyclic
structures, structures of bounded degree and more generally structures that are wide in a sense we make
precise.
We also show that the preservation property holds for the class of structures of treewidth at most

, for any . In contrast, we show that the property fails for the class of planar graphs.
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1 Introduction
The subject of model theory is concerned with the relationship between syntactic and semantic properties
of logic. Among classical results in the subject are preservation theorems which relate syntactic restrictions
on first-order logic with structural properties of the classes of structures defined. A key example is the ŁośTarski Theorem which asserts that a first-order formula is preserved under extensions on all structures if,
and only if, it is logically equivalent to an existential formula (see [13]). One direction of this result is easy,
namely that any formula that is purely existential is preserved under extensions, and this holds on any class
of structures. The other direction, going from the semantic restriction to the syntactic restriction makes key
use of the compactness of first-order logic and hence of infinite structures.
In the early development of finite-model theory, when it was realized that finite structures are the ones
that are interesting from the point of view of studying computation, it was observed that most classical
preservation theorems from model theory fail when only finite structures are allowed. In particular, the ŁośTarski theorem fails on finite structures [16, 12]. These results suggest that the class of finite structures is
not well-behaved from the point of view of model theory. However, when one considers the computational
structures that arise in practice and are used as interpretations for logical languages (for instance, program
models interpreting specifications or databases interpreting queries), in many cases they are not only finite
but satisfy other structural restrictions as well. This motivates the study, not just of the class of finite
structures, but of well-behaved subclasses of this class. Note that classical model theory, in most of its more
advanced parts, also considers restricted classes of structures such as stable, simple, o-minimal structures or
specific structures that are of interest in other areas of mathematics.
There are certain restrictions on finite structures that have proved especially useful in modern graph
structure theory and also from an algorithmic point of view. For instance, many intractable computational
problems become tractable when restricted to planar graphs or structures of bounded treewidth [4]. This
is also the case in relation to evaluation of logical formulas [9]. A common generalization of classes of
bounded treewidth and planar graphs are classes of structures that exclude a minor which have also been
extensively studied.
A study of preservation properties for such restricted classes of finite structures was initiated in [1].
There, the focus was on the homomorphism preservation theorem, whose status on the class of finite structures was open. It was shown that this preservation property holds on any class of structures of bounded
degree, bounded treewidth or that excludes some minor (and has certain other closure properties). In the
present paper, we investigate the Łoś-Tarski extension preservation property on these classes of finite structures. Note that the failure of the property on the class of all finite structures does not imply its failure on
subclasses. If one considers the non-trivial direction of the preservation theorem on a class  , it says that
any sentence  that is preserved under extensions on  is equivalent on  to an existential sentence. Thus,
restricting to a subclass  of  weakens both the hypothesis and the consequent of the statement.
We show that the extension preservation theorem holds on any class of finite structures closed under
substructures and disjoint unions that is also wide in the sense that any sufficiently large structure in the class
contains a large number of elements that are far apart. This includes, for instance, any class of structures of
bounded degree. While classes of structures of bounded treewidth are not wide, they are nearly so in that they
can be made wide by removing a small number of elements. We use this property and show that it implies
the extension preservation theorem for the class —the class of structures of treewidth or less (note this
is not as general as saying that the property holds for all classes of bounded treewidth). Finally, although all
classes defined by excluded minors are known to be almost wide in the same sense as is, we show that the
construction does not extend to them. We provide a counterexample to the extension preservation property
for the class of planar graphs, and indeed, even for the class of planar graphs of treewidth at most four. This
contrasts with the results obtained for the homomorphism preservation property in [1] as this property was
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shown to hold on all classes excluding a graph minor and closed under substructures and disjoint unions.
The main methodology in establishing the preservation property for a class of structures is to show an
upper bound on the size of a minimal model of a first-order sentence  that is preserved under extensions on
. The way we do this is to show that for any sufficiently large model  of  , there is a proper substructure
of  and an extension of  that cannot be distinguished by  . In Section 3 we establish this for the
relatively simple case of acyclic structures by means of a Hanf locality argument. Section 4 contains the
main combinatorial argument for wide structures which uses Gaifman locality and an iterated construction
of the substructure of  . In Section 5, the combinatorial argument is adapted to the classes   . Finally, in
Section 6 we discuss the existence of a counterexample in the case of planar graphs. We begin in Section 2
with some background and definitions.

2 Preliminaries
We use standard notation and terminology from finite model theory (see [5]). Some particular definitions
and notation are explained in this section.

2.1 Relational structures
A relational vocabulary  is a finite set of relation symbols, each with a specified arity. A  -structure 
consists of a universe  , or domain, and an interpretation which associates to each relation symbol 
of some arity  , a relation  . A graph is a structure "!$#&%('*),+ , where ) is a binary relation that
is symmetric and anti-reflexive. Thus, our graphs are undirected, loopless, and without parallel edges.
A  -structure - is called a substructure of  if ./0 and 120 for every 34 . It is called
an induced substructure if  1 !5 46 .  for every 7 of arity  . Notice the analogy with the graphtheoretical concept of subgraph and induced subgraph. A substructure - of  is proper if 9!:
8 - . If  is
an induced substructure of - , we say that - is an extension of  . If  is a proper induced substructure, then
- is a proper extension. If - is the disjoint union of  with another  -structure, we say that - is a disjoint
extension of  . If ;<2 is a subset of the universe of  , then  6 ; denotes the induced substructure
generated by ; ; in other words, the universe of  6 ; is ; , and the interpretation in  6 ; of the  -ary
relation symbol  is  =6 ;  .
The Gaifman graph of a  -structure  , denoted by >?#@A+ , is the (undirected) graph whose set of nodes
is the universe of  , and whose set of edges consists of all pairs #CBD'*BFEG+ of distinct elements of  such that B
and B E appear together in some tuple of a relation in  . The degree of a structure is the degree of its Gaifman
graph, that is, the maximum number of neighbors of nodes of the Gaifman graph.

2.2 Neighborhoods and treewidth
Let H!<#&%('*),+ be a graph. Moreover, let IJJ% be a node and let KMLON be an integer. The K -neighborhood
of I in , denoted by PRS Q #TIU+ , is defined inductively as follows:
1. P7V Q #TIU+W!5XYI[Z ;

2. P7S]Q \_^ #TI`+W!P7S Q #TI`+baJXYcdJ%<e#Tcf'hgi+jk)

for some gkP7S Q #TIU+]Z .

If  is a  -structure, B is a point in  , and
is the Gaifman graph of  , we let P S  #CBl+ denote the K neighborhood of B in . Where it causes no confusion, we also write PJS  #CBl+ for the substructure of 
generated by this set.
A tree is an acyclic connected graph. A tree-decomposition of m!<#&%W'*)n+ is a pair #po'*qr+ where o is a
tree and qOesotvu(#&%n+ is a labelling of the nodes of o by sets of vertices of such that:
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1. for every edge wYx_yhz|{n}~ , there is a node  of  such that wYx_yhz|{,O T* ;
2. for every xR}J , the set wY}d:sx7}A T*]{ forms a connected subtree of  .
The width of a tree-decomposition p y*r is Cd  T* . The treewidth of  is the smallest  for
which  has a tree-decomposition of width  . The treewidth of a  -structure is the treewidth of its Gaifman
graph. Note that trees have treewidth one.

2.3 First-order logic, monadic second-order logic, and types
Let  be a relational vocabulary. The atomic formulas of  are those of the form Tby[yhD¡ , where
¢} is a relation symbol of arity £ , and   y[yh ¡ are first-order variables that are not necessarily
distinct. Formulas of the form d¤¥ are also atomic.
The collection of first-order formulas is obtained by closing the atomic formulas under negation, conjunction, disjunction, universal and existential first-order quantification. The collection of existential firstorder formulas is obtained by closing the atomic formulas and the negated atomic formulas under conjunction, disjunction, and existential quantification. The semantics of first-order logic is standard.
The collection of monadic second-order formulas is obtained by closing the atomic formulas under
negation, conjunction, disjunction, universal and existential first-order quantification, and universal and existential second-order quantification over sets. The semantics of monadic second-order logic is also standard.
The quantifier rank of a formula, be it first-order or monadic second-order, is the depth of nesting of
quantifiers in the formula.
Let ¦ be a  -structure, and let §fYy[y*§©¨ be points in ¦ . If ª«T[Yy[yhD¨l is a formula with free
variables   ybyh ¨ , we use the notation ¦¬ ¤ªrC§  y[y*§ ¨  to denote the fact that ª is true in ¦ when
f® is interpreted by §©® . If ¯ is an integer, the first-order ¯ -type of §|y[y*§©¨ in ¦ is the collection of
all first-order formulas ªrTbYy_yhf¨l of quantifier rank at most ¯ , up to logical equivalence, for which
¦° ¤±ªrC§|yby*§F¨| . The monadic second-order ¯ -type of §|Yy[y*§F¨ in ¦ is the collection of all monadic
second-order formulas ªrTbYy_yhf¨  of quantifier rank at most ¯ , up to logical equivalence, for which
¦² ¤0ªrC§  y[y*§ ¨  . In this definition, by quantifier rank of a monadic second-order formula we mean the
total quantifier rank, which means that we include both first-order and second-order quantifiers in the count.
We note that some definitions of monadic second-order type in the literature distinguish between first-order
and second-order quantifier rank [14], but we do not need this refinement.

2.4 Preservation under extensions and minimal models
Let ³ be a class of finite  -structures that is closed under induced substructures. Let ª be a first-order
sentence. We say that ª is preserved under extensions on ³ if whenever ¦ and ´ are structures in ³ such
that ´ is an extension of ¦ , then ¦3 ¤:ª implies ´µ ¤±ª . We say that ¦ is a minimal model of ª if ¦° ¤:ª
and every proper induced substructure ¦·¶ of ¦ is such that ¦·¶r ¸¤¹ª . The following Lemma states that the
existential sentences are precisely those that have finitely many minimal models. Its proof is part of folklore:
Lemma 2.1 Let ³ be a class of finite  -structures that is closed under induced substructures. Let ª be a
first-order sentence that is preserved under extensions on ³ . Then, the following are equivalent:
1. ª is equivalent on ³ to an existential sentence,
2. ª has finitely many minimal models in ³ .
In the rest of the paper, we use several times the implication from 2. to 1. Just for completeness, this is
proved by taking the disjunction of the existential closure of the atomic types of each of the finitely many
minimal models.
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3 Acyclic Structures
We begin with the simple case of acyclic structures, by which we mean structures whose Gaifman graph is
acyclic. We show that any class of such structures satisfying certain closure properties admits the extension
preservation property. Note, for structures whose Gaifman graphs are acyclic, there is no loss of generality
in assuming that the vocabulary º consists of unary and binary relations only.
The proof makes heavy use of a technique known as Hanf locality, for which we provide the necessary
background first.
Let » and ¼ be structures. If ½¿¾4À ÁÃÂ*Ä5¾¿ÅÆÁ are Ç -tuples, we write È@»JÂ*½DÉiÊËÁµÈC¼MÂ*ÄÌÉ to denote
that the first-order Ç -type of ½ in » is the same as the first-order Ç -type of Ä in ¼ . In particular »µÊ Á ¼
denotes that the structures » and ¼ are not distinguished by any first-order sentence of quantifier rank Ç
or less. The equivalence relation Ê Á is characterized by Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé games (see, for instance, [5]).
These can be used to show that the relation is a congruence with respect to disjoint union with a multiplicity
threshold of Ç . A precise statement of this useful property is given in the following lemma. We write »ÎÍ·¼
to denote the disjoint union of the structures » and ¼ and Ï[» to denote the disjoint union of Ï copies of »
(see [5, Prop. 2.3.10]).
Lemma 3.1 Let »Ð , »·Ñ , ¼·Ð , and ¼,Ñ be structures, and let Ç , Ï and Ï`Ò be integers.
1. If »Ð«Ê Á

¼·Ð and »MÑÊ Á ,
¼ Ñ then »ÐÓÍÔ»MÑÊ Á ¼·ÐÓÍ¿¼,Ñ .
2. If Ï(ÂhÏ ÒUÕ Ç and »HÊËÁÖ¼ then Ï[»mÊËÁ×Ï Ò ¼ .

A useful sufficient condition for the Ê Á equivalence of structures is provided by Hanf locality. The Hanf
type of radius Ø of a structure » is the multiset of isomorphism types of Ø -neighborhoods of elements in » .
We say that two structures » and ¼ are Hanf equivalent with radius Ø and threshold Ù , written »°ÚËÛÝÜ ÞË¼ ,
if, for every ß7¾àÀ , either the number of occurrences of the isomorphism type of áRÛ â ÈCßlÉ in the Hanf type
of » is the same as that in the Hanf type of ¼ , or it is at least Ù , and conversely for every element ã,¾ÎÅ .
This allows us to state the following (for a proof see for instance [14, Theo. 4.24]):
Theorem 3.2 (Hanf Locality) For every vocabulary º and every Ç
of º -structures » and ¼ if »$Ú ÛÝÜ Þ ¼ then »HÊ Á ¼ .

there are Ø and Ù such that for any pair

As a first step towards the main result of this section, we establish a useful property of connected, acyclic
structures with degree at most 2. These are structures whose Gaifman graph consists of a simple path. This
is a a very restricted class of structures. In particular, any class of such structures is wide, in the sense of
Theorem 4.3 below. Thus, on any class of such structures, the extension preservation property holds by
virtue of Theorem 4.3. However, the property in Lemma 3.3 provides a useful stepping stone in our proof
for all acyclic structures and also serves as a useful warm-up for the proof in Section 4.
Lemma 3.3 For every vocabulary º and every Çåäæ there is a ç such that if » is a º -structure whose
Gaifman graph is connected, acyclic and of degree at most 2 and è Àéèläàç , then there is a disjoint extension
¼ of » and a proper substructure »·Ò of » such that »·ÒfÊ Á ¼ .
Proof : Given Ç , let Ø and Ù be obtained from Theorem 3.2. We first consider the êØ -neighborhoods of
elements of » , returning later to consider Ø -neighborhoods when we wish to establish the Hanf types of
the structures we construct. Clearly, the êØ -neighborhood type of an element determines its Ø -neighborhood
type. Also note that among º -structures whose degree is bounded (by 2) there are only finitely many
isomorphism types of êØ -neighborhoods. Let Ï be the number of such types, let ë_ìêØ|ÈTÏMíîïÉbí±î and let
çdìðÏbëhÈCÙjí¿ë&É .
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For ñ the isomorphism type of a òó -neighborhood in ô , we say that ñ is frequent if there are at least
õ÷ö=ø elements in ô whose type is ñ . Since there are at most ù types, the number of occurrences of elements
whose type is not frequent is less than ù÷ú õöø&û . Thus, in a path of length ü there must be a sequence of
ø consecutive elements of frequent type. Let ýfþ ÿ  ÿ*ý  be such a sequence. Among the òó ù 
ö  central
elements of the sequence 
ý   þ ÿ  ÿ*ý   þ    þ there must be a pair ý  ÿ*ý  which have the same type and
such that ×òó . Let  be the substructure of ô generated by the elements ý  þYÿ  ÿ*ý  . We define 
to be 
ô ! and #
ô " to be the substructure of ô generated by $&%(' .
Our aim is to prove ô " )+*  by showing that ô "-,+. /  . We do this by considering how the Hanf type
changes in going from ô to #
ô " and also how it changes in going from ô to  . So, for ñ the isomorphism
type of an ó -neighborhood in ô , we say that ñ is rare if there are fewer than õ elements in ô whose type is ñ .
Write 0 for the set of elements 1ïý 324  þYÿ  ÿ*ý  ÿ*ý 5 þYÿ  ÿ*ý 6798 . That is, 0 consists of the ó elements that
occur immediately before ' and the ó elements that occur immediately after ' in the sequence ý þ ÿ  ÿ*ý  .
û B ?A @ED úCý û . For any element ý of ';<F0 , the multiplicity
ý :ô that is not in '=<>0 , ?A @ úCý C
For any element ;
û
of the type ñ of ?  @ úCý may decrease in going from ô to #
ô " . However, ñ occurs at least õËöÖø times in ô
ø
and this multiplicity cannot decrease by more than as GH'I<J0KG7L ø . Thus, ñ is not rare in ô " . Clearly the
elements of 0 may have types in #
ô " that are different to their types in ô and therefore the multiplicities of
these types may increase.
Similarly, for any element ý:M$ , ?N @ úCý ûOB ?N P úCý û , thus any type ñ that occurs in ô has at least the
same multiplicity in  . Let 'O" B 1ïý" þ ÿ  ÿ*ý " 8 denote the elements in the new disjoint copy of  . If
ý"QR:!'O" is such that  ö óTSVUWLXY¿ó then the ó -neighborhood of ý"Q is isomorphic to ?  @ úCý Q û . Since
the type of ý Q is frequent, adding to its multiplicity is not significant. Thus, we only need to consider the
types of the elements in 0#" B 1ïý" þ ÿ  ÿ*ý"7  þ ÿ*ý" 24  þ ÿ  ÿ*ý " 8 . For these elements, the types of their
ó -neighborhoods in  may be new and result in an increase of the multiplicities of these types over their
occurrences in ô . Thus, to establish our result that ô "E,+. /  it suffices to show that there is a bijection
ZX[
Z
0]\
0 " such that for all ý!:I0 , ?A @ D úCý û_^B ?A P ú úCý ûhû . By construction, there is an isomorphism
` [
ûc^
û
?N@  úCý  û \a?A@  úCý  û and therefore in particular, for ó_LbUJLÔó , ?N @ úCý  Q B ?N @ úCý 5 Q . We can now
Z
Z
Z
define the desired bijection as follows: for  LbU=LÔó , úCý 32 Q  þ ûEB ý" 2 Q  þ and úCý 6 Q ûEB ý"d Q .
e
We now use the above lemma to obtain a similar result for connected acyclic structures without a bound
on the degree. This is done by reducing the case of general degree to those with degree at most 2 by means
of an appropriate translation. For the vocabulary f , there are only finitely many first-order g -types of f structures. Let hþYÿ  ÿ h  be an enumeration of the possible types of ý in ô , where ô is a connected, acyclic
structure and ýA:$ . We refer to ý as the distinguished element of ú@ôJÿ*ý û . We define a new vocabulary fi"
which has the same binary relations as f and a unary relation j  for each h  .
Let ô be a fi" -structure that is connected, acyclic and of degree at most 2 with the property that for each
ýT:k$ there is a unique  such that j  úCý û . We construct from ô a f -structure ô l as follows: each element
ý;:m$ with j7húCý û is replaced by a structure npo of type hq . Moreover, for any binary relation r , útsÿ u û :mrw@ v
if, and only if, either s and u are in the same structure n o and útsÿ u û :JrOxzy or s is the distinguished element
of n o , u is the distinguished element of n o and úCýfÿ*ý" û :Ar @ . The structure ô l is not uniquely determined
D
by ô as there are, in general, many structures of type h  . However, the following lemma is easily established
along the lines of Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.4 Let ô and  be structures connected, acyclic structures of degree at most 2 with the property
that for each element there is a unique  such that j  holds, and let g be an integer. If ô ) *{ then
ôl ) * l .
We will call a structure of the form ô l a f -companion of ô .
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Lemma 3.5 For every vocabulary | and every } ~{ there is a  such that if  is a structure whose
Gaifman graph is connected and acyclic and which contains a path with more than  elements, then there is
a disjoint extension  of  and a proper substructure  of  such that # +b .
Proof : Let |  be the vocabulary, as above, with a unary relation for each } -type of | -structures and let 
be as in Lemma 3.3 for the vocabulary |i . Let 4z 9 be the path of length  in  . For each  , let i be
the set of elements that are reachable (in the Gaifman graph of  ) from  without going through  for any
N 
 and let i be the substructure generated by i . We define the |i -structure 9 as follows. The universe
of 9 is 4 9 ; ¡ holds if, and only if,  has type ¢ in 7 ; and £ 9(¤N¥§¦¡¨ if, and only if,
     ©¤N¥O¨ . Then, it is easily seen that  is a | -companion of ª (which is defined, since the Gaifman
graph of  is acyclic).
Let ª  and  be the structures obtained from 9 by Lemma 3.3. We obtain   as a | -companion
of 9# by replacing each element  by the structure i£ « . This ensures that # is a substructure of
 . Similarly, we obtain  as a | -companion of 9 , ensuring that  is a disjoint extension of  . Since
ª    by Lemma 3.3, we also have     by Lemma 3.4.
¬
Note that in both Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5  is not only a disjoint extension of  , it is in fact the disjoint
union of  with a substructure of  .
In order to prove the main theorem of this section, we need one further composition property of acyclic
structures along the lines of the properties in Lemma 3.1. In order to define it, we introduce some further
notation. Given an acyclic structure  and an element ¤® , for every neighbor ¯ of  let ° be the
set of elements in ® which are reachable from ¯ (in the Gaifman graph) without going through  and let
±³² ´
t¯ denote the first-order } -type of ¯ in ° . We define the child-type of ¯ with respect to  to be the pair
±
±³² ´
±
µ ¶·¯6
t¯³ where µ  ·¯ is the atomic type of the pair  ·¯ . Finally, we define the child-type of
±
an element  , written ¸ ¨- , to be the multiset of the child-types of its neighbors with respect to  . Write
±
tN ¹_º
;·¯ to denote that every type either occurs the same number of times in ¸ ¨ - as it does

±·»
in ¸
t¯ or occurs at least } times in both. The following lemma is now a straightforward application of
games.
Lemma 3.6 If tR -Cº


;·¯q then tN ¹


;·¯ .

We are now ready for the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 3.7 Let ¼ be a class of acyclic finite structures, closed under substructures and disjoint unions.
Then, on ¼ , every first-order sentence that is preserved under extensions is equivalent to an existential
sentence.
Proof : Let ½ be a such a sentence of quantifier rank } . We aim to show that there is an ¾ such that if 
in ¼ is a model of ½ with more than ¾ elements then  is not minimal. Let  be as in Lemma 3.5, ¿ be the
number of distinct first-order } -types of connected structures in ¼ and À be the number of distinct types of
±
±³²i´

t¯³ where  and ¯ are neighbors in a structure in ¼ . Let ¾  }J¿cÀ9}N .
the form µ  ·¯6
Now, suppose  is a minimal model of ½ in ¼ with more than ¾ elements. We consider three cases.
Case 1:  has more than }J¿ distinct connected components. Then there must be some collection of
more than } such components that have the same first-order } -type. Consider the structure   obtained by
removing one of these components. By Lemma 3.1     , contradicting the minimality of N

If  has }J¿ or fewer connected components, one of these components must have at least Àª}N elements. Call this component Á the large component.
Case 2: The large component of  has a node of degree greater than Àª} . Call this node  . The type
±
¸ ¨§- must contain a type with more than } occurrences. Let ¯ be a neighbor of  that has this child-type
7

with respect to Â . Let ÃÄ be the substructure of Ã obtained by removing all elements in ÅiÆ . By Lemma 3.6,
we have Ã Ä-ÇÉÈ Ã again contradicting the minimality of Ã .
Case 3: If Ê does not contain a node of degree greater than ËªÌ , it must contain a path of length Í . Thus,
by Lemma 3.5, there is a proper substructure Ê Ä of Ê and a disjoint extension Î of Ê such that Ê Ä Ç+È Î .
Let Ã Ä be the structure obtained from Ã by replacing Ê by Ê Ä and Ï be the structure obtained from Ã by
replacing Ê by Î . Then, by Lemma 3.1, Ã#Ä Ç ÈÐÏ . Note also that Ã#Ä and Ï are in Ñ since it is closed under
substructures and disjoint unions. Since Ò is preserved under extensions on Ñ , ÏÔÓ ÕÖÒ and hence Ã Ä Ó ÕVÒ
×
again contradicting the minimality of Ã .

4 Wide Structures
This section will focus on classes of structures that are wide, meaning that large enough structures contain
many points that are pairwise far apart from each other. It was shown in [1] that the homomorphism preservation theorem holds on any wide class of structures. Here we aim to establish the analogous result for the
extension preservation property.
Definition 4.1 A set of elements Ø in a Ù -structure Ã is Ú -scattered if for every pair of distinct Â¶Û·ÜÉÝmØ we
ß á Â¹âäã;ÞAàR
ß á ÜâCÕæå .
have ÞNàN
We say that a class of finite Ù -structures Ñ is wide if for every Ú and Ì there exists an Þ such that every
structure in Ñ of size at least Þ contains a Ú -scattered set of size Ì .
The canonical example of a wide class of structures is the the collection of all structures of degree bounded
by a constant. More generally, any class of structures whose maximum degree is bounded by çäè6éëêì , where
ç is the number of elements of the structure, is wide.
Unfortunately, the techniques and arguments of Section 3 based on Hanf locality will not be enough for
our current purpose. Instead, we will have to resort to Gaifman locality, for which we provide the necessary
background first.
For every integer í!îðï , let ñ áóò Û³ô-âTõöí denote the first-order formula expressing that the distance
between ò and ô in the Gaifman graph is at most í . Let ñ áóò Û³ô4âY÷øí denote the negation of this formula.
Note that the quanfier rank of ñ áóò Û³ô4â(õùí is bounded by í . A basic local sentence is a sentence of the form
ýþ ÿ
á«ú¹ò
ê

â¶ûûû á«úò¶ü â


 

ÿ
ñ áóò


Û ò


â ÷ªí





éëì áóò


â

Û

(4.1)



éëì áóò  â stands for the relativization of
where is a first-order formula with one free variable. Here,

ó
á
ò
«
á

ú
ò

á

â ; that is, the subformulas of of the form
â â are replaced by á«ú¹ò â á ñ áóò Û ò  âpõøí  â , and
to Þ
the subformulas of the form á¶ò â á â are replaced by á¶ò â á ñ áóò Û ò  â;õ í  â . The locality radius of a
basic local sentence is í . Its width is ç . Its local quantifier rank is the quantifier rank of . We will use the
fact that basic local sentences are preserved under disjoint extensions. Note, however, that they may not be
preserved under plain extensions since in that case the neighborhoods can grow.
The main result about basic local sentences is that they form a building block for first-order logic. This
is known as Gaifman’s Theorem (for a proof, see, for example, [5, Theo. 2.5.1]):

Theorem 4.2 (Gaifman Locality) Every first-order sentence is equivalent to a Boolean combination of
basic local sentences.
The following theorem contains the main technical construction of the paper.
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Theorem 4.3 Let  be a class of finite -structures that is wide and closed under substructures and disjoint unions. Then, on  , every first-order sentence that is preserved under extensions is equivalent to an
existential sentence.
Proof : Let ! be a first-order sentence that is preserved under extensions on  . By Gaifman’s Theorem we
may assume that !#"%$'&)(+*, & , with
&
/76
, & "./ (103254

&
8:>
-

(4.2)

8 (:9;2=< 4

&

where each ? is a basic local sentence. Now we define a list of parameters that we need in the proof (the
4
reader may skip
this list now and use it to look up the values when they are needed):
@BA

?

@DC

is the maximum of the locality radii of all
?

is the sum of all widths of all

&

&

,

4

,

4

@BE

?

@GF

is the maximum of the local quantifier ranks of all
is the number of disjuncts in ! , so

@BL

"IM

@DS

@Y`

"

P
M

AZN\[5Q

"IH JKH .

M

F

,

N][5QRC^ND_+AZNDP

,

is the number of monadic second-order S

@Ya
M

,

4

,

ETNVU+AWNVU
"

@YX

FONDP1QRC

F

&

-types with one free variable,

is such that every structure in  of size at least
NBFkC N\[
.

Lih[5Qj`ZNDC

a

contains a

M)b

Xc`dNeP+AfNg[5Q

-scattered set of size

Our goal is to show that the minimal models of ! have size less than a . Suppose on the contrary that l is a
minimal model of ! of size at least a . We define the type of a point minpo to be its monadic second-order
S
-type in lgq ast r Mm Q . In other words, the type of m is the collection of all monadic second-order formulas
u
u
Q
Q
M)v
of quantifier-rank at most S , up to logical equivalence, for which lwq a t r Mm Q H "
Mm . We say that
m realizes its type. The reason we consider monadic second-order types, instead of first-order types, will
become clear later in the proof. Let xzy >k{k{k{|> xR} be all possible types. We need a couple of definitions. Let ~
be a subset of o and x a type. We say that x is covered by ~ if for all realizations m of x we have a t r Mm Q ~ .
We say that x is free over ~ if there are at least L realizations my >k{k{k{|> m of x such that apt r Mm & Q and ast r Mm / Q
are pairwise disjoint and do not intersect ~ .
Claim 4.4 There exists a radius  PXc` and a set 
either covered by a  r M Q or free over a  r M Q .

of at most
M

LhD[5Qj`

points in o such that each type is

Proof : We define  and  inductively. Let '" and "T . Suppose now that  & and  & are already
defined. Let ~" a  r 2 M & Q . If all types are either covered by ~ or free over ~ , then let "\ & and d" & .
Otherwise, let  be minimal such that type x / is neither covered by ~ nor free over ~ . We define a set 
inductively as follows. Let Z" . Suppose now that W is already defined. If there is no realization of
a r t
Q
x / outside
M~]iZ , then let "Z and we are done with the construction of  . Otherwise, let my
/
be a realization of x outside ap r t M~#Z Q and let Zy"WG5myk . Note that this iteration cannot
continue beyond Lsh][ steps since otherwise x / would be free over ~ . This means that the iteration stops,
and when it does H ¡H¢ Lsh[ and x / is covered by any set that contains a  r t M~\i Q , and in particular by
asr
Q
 2   t M & p
. Let  & y'"£ & s and  & y¤" & N\PX . The construction stops after at most ` steps
9

because at each step one new type is covered and remains covered for the rest of the construction. This
shows that ¥ ¦§¥©¨gª)«i¬V5®j¯ and °±¨²³¯ , which proves the claim.
´
In the following, we fix ° and ¦ according to Claim 4.4. We say that a type µ is frequent if it is not covered
by ¶p¸ · ª¦® . Otherwise we say that µ is rare.
We shall build a finite sequence of sets ¹Kº¤»\¹¼d»½k½k½¢»%¹¿¾»eÀ , with Á#¨Â , so that the last set ¹¿¾ in
the sequence will be such that the substructure of Ã induced by ¹ ¾ is a proper substructure of Ã that satisfies
Ä
. This will contradict the minimality of Ã and will prove the theorem. The sequence ¹KÅ is constructed
inductively together with a second sequence of sets Æ º »TÆ ¼ »ÇkÇkÇO»TÆ ¾ »IÀ called the centers, and a
sequence of sets of indices È º »È ¼ »ÉÇkÇkÇW»È ¾ »£È (recall that Ä is the disjunction of the formulas Ê Å
from (4.2) for ËÌDÈ ). Moreover, the following conditions will be preserved by the inductive construction
for every Ë7Í#Á .
(a)

¹¢ÅÎ»V¶sÏ ·

(b)

¥ÑÆÐÅ3¥©¨DËÓÒ

ªÆÐÅ®

.

.

(c) No disjoint extension of ÃÕÔi¹¢Å satisfies Ö×Ø+ÙÚ:Ê × .
(d)
(e)

¶

¸·

and ¶

ª¦®

¥ È Å ¥:Ü]Ë

Û·

ªÆ Å ®

are disjoint.

.

Observe that it is a direct consequence of property (d) that the type of each ÝÌpÆ Å is frequent.
Let ¹KºZÜ%Æ ºWÜ\ÈkºZÜ%Þ , and let us assume that ¹¢Å , ÆÐÅ and ÈßÅ have already been defined with the properties
above. We construct ¹ Åáà¼ , Æ Åáà¼ , and È Åáà¼ . Let â be the disjoint union of Ã with a copy of ÃãÔä¹ Å .
is an extension of Ã , it satisfies Ä .

Since â

(4.3)

Therefore, there exists an ËåÌiÈ such that â satisfies Ê Åçæ . By property (c), since the extension is disjoint, we
know that Ë åÌ§
è È Å . Let È Åáà¼ ÜÈ Åêé#ë Ë åíì . For the rest of the proof, the index Ë å will be fixed so we drop any
Åæ
reference to it. For example, we will write Ê instead of Ê Åçæ and î+ï instead of î ï . Recall that
ñ
î õ ½
õ :
Ø öø÷

ÊðÜòñ
î ×Ðô
×kØ1ó

Since â satisfies Ê , in particular it satisfies the positive requirements: âù¥ Üûú±×kØ1ó7î × . Let ü × be a
minimal set of witnesses in â for the outermost existential quantifiers in î × , and let ü Üþý ×kØ1ó ü × . We
have ¥Ñü£¥|¨ãÒ . Some of these witnesses may be in Ã and some may be in the new copy of ÃTÔ#¹ Å in â .
Ü%ü
Let ü#ÿ é ü
be such a partition, with ü§ÿ being the witnesses in À . The following claim shows that
ü#ÿ can be chosen far from Æ Å . This will be needed later.



Claim 4.5 There is a set ü

Ï · à¼ ªÆ Å ®Ôø¶

of witnesses such that ¶



Ï·

ªü#ÿ;®ÎÜ%Þ

.







Proof : Fix a set ü of witnesses so that the number of points in ü#ÿ for which ¶sÏ · à¼ ªÆ Å ® and ¶sÏ · ª ® are
not disjoint is minimal. Suppose that this number is not zero, and let Ìpü ÿ with ¶pÏ · à¼ ªÆÐÅ® Ôð¶pÏ · ª ® 
èÜ Þ .
Þ . Then ¶ Ï · ª ®W»¶ · Ï à¼ ªÝ¿®W»e¶ Û · ªÝ¿® . By property (d), the
Let ÝøÌsÆ Å be such that ¶ Ï · à¼ ªÝ¿®Ôø¶ Ï · ª ® %
èÜ
type µ of Ý is frequent. So let Ýcå be a realization of µ such that ¶sÏ · à¼ ªü é Æ Å ® and ¶p· Ï à¼ ªÝcå® are disjoint.
Such an Ý å exists because µ is frequent and thus, by Claim 4.4, is free over ¶ ¸ · ª¦® and thus has





  
«

gªíÂ \5®RÒ

¥Ñü

10
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realizations whose -neighborhoods are pairwise disjoint and disjoint from
.
The goal now is to find a such that
and such that and have the
same first-order -type on
and
respectively. If we achieve this, then can replace
as a witness in
, and since
and
are disjoint, so are
and
.
This will contradict the minimality of .
In order to find as above, let be the first-order -type of on
, and let
be the
following first-order formula:



#

+-,



@A

<;>=? CBEDFGIH>9=EJ.DFLKNMPOQHF98J.DFLKSRTMLU)VWYX[Z
9=?kjlnm
\>]W^`_badcfehgGi
Note that the conjunction is finite because the first-order # -type 4 contains finitely many formulas up to
logical equivalence, and that the quantifier rank of this formula is bounded by RTMoUpRqU # K5r . Also
" s'tu 7 v because  can serve as a witness for = . Therefore, since and  have the same monadic
second-order r -type and hence the same first-order r -type in " v and "    , also "   wt u 7    .
Note here that we are not yet using the full power of monadic second-order type, only the fact that it contains
x
the first-order type as a subset. Let   be the witness to = in ("   Lt u 7    , completing the proof.
  +-, Puzy . We let { be the
In the following, we fix a set + of witnesses such that .  132  %
| /   +-,  /'}E2 . We claim that { satisfies the positive requirements
substructure of $ induced by
of ~ :
Claim 4.6 { is a substructure of $ such that { t uP ]   .
Proof : It is obvious that { is a substructure of $ . The point, however, is that { is in fact the disjoint union
of the substructure induced by ((| /6( +-,  and the substructure induced by }E2 . This is because
}E2   132  and   132  is disjoint from  by property (d) and also disjoint from  +-,  by
Claim 4.5. It follows that the witnesses from  in +6 can also be found in { . Obviously, also the witnesses
x
from  in +-, can be found in { . This proves that { satisfies the positive requirements of ~ .
 /   +-,  /w}E2 and we are done. Notice that {
Consider  on { . If { is a model of  , let }v u
is a proper substructure of $ because $ contains 9LVW?U'sUosU|V points that are 9 ?U'TMvUVW -scattered,
 " E  /+-,/132  and
but }v 
t  /+6,/132 tsKp9NVW`UUm
If { is not a model of  it cannot satisfy ~ . However, by Claim 4.6, { satisfies the positive requirements
 ]  . Therefore, { does not satisfy  ] ¡  . Let ¢£¤ such that { tu   . In the next claim we find
a substructure of $ that extends $¥%} 2 and forces all its disjoint extensions to satisfy   .
Claim 4.7 There exist 1 2 `¦ 1 2 and } 2 w¦ } 2 as required by conditions (a)–(d).
Proof : Suppose that

@A

  u¥<;>8  §mmmT<;>8E¨ª©9 Z  H>98 2 J8  ®TM  X Z a © e²±³Ci 98 2  jl
2°¯ c
2ª¬ «
for some M  K´MTJ  K® , and some formula of quantifier rank # K # . Without loss of generality we may
¯ the notation, we will assume that M  unM and   u¥ . It will
assume that #  u # , and in order to simplify
suffice to replace M by M  and  by   in the appropriate places.
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µ·¶¸n¹»º ¼½¸¿¾WÀ?ÁÂÃÃÃÂ.À>ÄÅ
¹»º
Æ ÈÇ É ÀFÊIË¡Ì(Æ-È|Ç É ÀÎÍ»Ë!¸zÏ
ÐÒ¸Ô
Ñ Ó µÕÌ Æ-È|Ç É ÀFÊIË'¶¸½Ö×dØfÙhÚÛ9Ü É ÀFÊ<Ë
Ð
Ý
À Þ¼
Æ È ß É ¼Ë!àÆ á ß Éâ Ëàã äQ¶¸¥¹»º
åæ¶¸Ô¹Tº
å
ä
åç¶¸&è
ÀÞ ¼
Ý é
ê
Ý
(i) Æ ë ß ÉIì ËYÌ|Æ ë ß ÉIìí Ë¸)Ï for every pair of distinct ì Â ìí Þé ,
(ii) Æ á ß Éâ ËYÌ|Æ ë ß É éîË¸)Ï ,
(iii) Æ È.ß ï Á É<ð Ê ËdÌÆ È ß É é!Ë ¸)Ï .
Such a set é exists because Ý is frequent, ñ(¸ Éóòô´õ Ëkê , and ¶ ð Ê.¶sö ò ê by property (b).
Now, let ÷¥¸Æ-È Ç É ÀsË . Remember that µ)Ì|÷z¶ ¸)Ö×dØfÙhÚWÜ É ÀsË . As ÷øàSÆ È ß É ÀvË , it follows that ä¥Ì÷z¶ ¸
Ö × Ø ÙhÚWÜ É ÀvË . Let ù be a set variable, and let Ö × Ø Ù²ÚWÜCúû É ùÂüdË denote the simultaneous relativization of Ö É üdË
to Æ È É ü:Ë and ù , that is, the formula obtained from Ö by replacing each subformula of the form É<ýsþ Ë ÿ
 ö (ù Éþ Ë (ÿ Ë , and similarly for universally quantified subformulas. Observe that the
by É<ýsþ Ë É É ü Â þ Ë°
quantifier rank of Ö × Ø Ù²ÚWÜCúû É ùÂüdË is at most  ô ö 
, where we take  has an upper bound for

the quantifier rank of the formula expressing É üÂ þ Ë6ö  . Moreover, ä ¶ ¸ Ö×dØfÙ²ÚWÜCúû É ÷wÂ.ÀvË and hence
ä ¶¸ ý ù(Ö × Ø Ù²ÚWÜCúû É ÀvË .
Next comes the place where we use the full power of monadic second-order types. Since every ì Þé
has the same monadic second-order  -type as À , we have ä ¶ ¸ ý ù(Ö × Ø Ù²ÚÛCÜCúû ÉIì Ë . Thus there is a set
÷ wàNÆ È ß ÉIì Ë such that ä ¶¸ Ö×dØfÙ²ÚÛCÜCúû É ÷ GÂ ì Ë . It follows that
ä[Ì|÷ `¶¸ Ö ×dØfÙ²ÚWÜ ÉIì ËÃ
Ê é and
  
Define ð Ê ï Á¸ ð 
Ê ï Á¸ Ê  ÷ fÃ


Let us prove that ð Ê ï Á and Ê ï Á satisfy the properties (a), (b), (c), and (d). Property (a) is clear since
÷ wàNÆ(È ß ÉIì Ë . For property (b) we have ¶ ð Ê ï ÁW¶ ¸[¶ ð Ê¶ ô êoö É Ð ô WËkê . Property (d) is satisfied by (ii) in our


choice of é .
Finally, for property (c) we argue as follows.  First note that ä[Ì Ê ï Á is a disjoint extension of ä[Ì Ê
 Æ Èß ï Á É<ð Ê<Ë3Ì Æ È ß É éîË¸ Ï by (iii) and ÊÒà·Æ È ß É<ð ÊIË by a. Therefore, no disjoint extension of
because
äzÌ Ê ï Á satisfies è Í for any Ó
Þ  Ê . It remains to show that no disjoint extension of äzÌ  Ê ï Á satisfies
è . However, this is clear from the construction because every disjoint extension of ä Ì Ê ï Á contains
witnesses for the outermost existential quantifiers in ¹Tº ; namely, the elements of the  set é . Suppose that
én¸¿¾ ì ÁÂÃÃÃ Â ì ÄÅ . Note that ì Ê have pairwise distance  õ  by (i), and we have ä[Ì Ê ï ÁP¶¸ÕÖ × Ø ÙhÚÛ9Ü ÉIì Ê<Ë ,
because Æ ß 
ú »Û ! ÉIì ÊªË¡¸&÷  Û and ä¥Ì|÷  Û ¶¸&Ö×dØfÙ²ÚÛCÜ ÉIì Ê<Ë .
"
Note that GÊ ï Á is constructed to satisfy property (e) as well. This completes the definition of the inductive
$# the# construction
# stops in at most ò steps.
# Because suppose for
construction. All it remains to see is that
#
contradiction that we have$constructed
, ð , and  satisfying (a)–(e). Then  %
¸  by (e), and by (c), no
¸ ' Ê ) èGÊ .$However,
disjoint extension of ä¥Ì
satisfies &6(
#
the disjoint union å of ä¿Ì
with ä is an extension of ä and
(4.4)
We have
. Let
be a set of witnesses for the outermost existential quantifiers
in . Then
for all
and
for all . Necessarily,
the type of some
is frequent. Otherwise
, so
, and thus
,
because is a disjoint extension of . However, this is impossible because
.
have frequent type . Let be a set of realizations of such that
So let

&

hence does satisfy .

This is a contradiction.

*È



+

"

As a direct application of Theorem 4.3, let us consider the class
of all finite -structures of degree
bounded by . This class is both wide and closed under substructures and disjoint unions. To see the
12
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wideness, note that when the degree of every node is at most , for any element ,
contains at most
elements. Thus, if a structure has size greater than
, it must contain a -scattered set of elements.

,

Theorem 4.8 Let be an integer. Then, on
is equivalent to an existential sentence.

8:9 , every first-order sentence that is preserved under extensions

In the following section we show how the argument of Theorem 4.3 can be extended, in some cases, to
classes of structures that are almost wide.

5 Bounded Treewidth Structures
The class of structures of bounded degree provide a canonical example of a wide class. On the other hand,
acyclic structures (which we considered in Section 3) are not wide. Indeed, in an arbitrarily large tree of
height 1 all pairs of nodes are at distance at most 2 from each other and there is therefore no large -scattered
set for any
, yet the tree may be arbitrarily large. However, in such a structure, the removal of just one
element, the root, creates a large scattered set. This motivates the definition below.

7

7<;>=

.
B DEC

?

B

@

. @

A

C

A

7

4

Definition 5.1 A class of finite -structures is almost wide if there is a such that for every and there
exists an such that every structure of size at least in contains a set with at most elements such
contains a -scattered set of size .
that

7

4

It was shown in [1] that the homomorphism preservation property holds for almost wide classes of structures
which are closed under substructures and disjoint unions. It was also established that any class of graphs
that excludes a minor is almost wide.
It is not the case that the extension preservation property holds for all almost wide classes. This is
shown in the next section, where we show, in particular, that it fails for the class of planar graphs. It turns
out that the requirement that an almost wide class be closed under substructures and disjoint unions is not
sufficient to guarantee the extension preservation property. Nevertheless, closure under unions over a set
of bottlenecks suffices, a notion we make more precise later. In this section we show that this yields the
preservation under extensions property for some particularly interesting almost wide classes. To be precise,
of all finite -structures of treewidth less than . In
we show show that the property holds for the class
other words, we aim to prove the following result:

F!G

A

Theorem 5.2 Let be an integer. Then, on
is equivalent to an existential sentence.

?

A

F!G , every first-order sentence that is preserved under extensions

B H ?
IKJMLONPC
BQNRITSUHUNRI
B H
I
BQV:WPH
?
XYSQBKV W H L[Z]\RC0Z]\^I
L[Z
L(D_I C Z
CQD`I
X
-$acbedededbf-9
L -gZa bedededhbf-g9Z
L[Zi\:I 12-gZa bedededjbf-g9Z 3lknm:o
12-$apbedededhbf-9q3rknm:s
tqaebedededjbutv9
C t Za bedededbut Z9
C0Z\RI
1wtvZa bedededhbutv9Z 3xkym:o
1wtqapbedededhbutv9q3zk{m:|
B H
IUS }
F!G
F!G

The proof of this result requires three ingredients. The first ingredient is a generalization of the disjoint
union operation on structures by allowing some non-empty intersection. Let and be -structures, and
let
be such that
. The union of and through , denoted by
is a
new -structure defined as follows. The universe of
is
, where
is a disjoint
copy of
and
is a disjoint copy of
. The relations of are defined in the obvious way: If
are points in and
are the corresponding points in
, then
if
and only if
. Similarly, if
are points in and
are the corresponding
points in
, then
if and only if
. Observe that this construction
is precisely the disjoint union of and when
.
The next lemma is a straightforward generalization of the obvious fact that
is closed under disjoint unions. The Lemma states, roughly, that
is closed under unions through subsets of bags of treedecompositions.
13
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Lemma 5.3 Let be an integer. Let and be two -structures, let
be such that
, and let
and
be tree-decompositions of width of and , respectively. Then, if
there exists nodes
and
such that
, then the union of and through
has treewidth at most .





  f`E   , where     {  with a new tree edge

The second ingredient is the fact that the class of structures of treewidth less than ~ is almost wide, in


$

Proof : The tree-decomposition of the union is
joining and .

the sense of Definition 5.1 that there exists a small set of vertices whose removal produces a large scattered
set. Such a set is henceforth called a bottleneck. This was proved in [1] but here we state the stronger claim
that the bottleneck can be found in a single bag of a tree-decomposition. The proof is the same as in [1] and
is sketched here for completeness.
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Proof sketch: Let ¢>£6£¡ ¤qcw¥§¦¨¤q¦¨¤ , © ª~¬«¢^¡ ¤q , and ®ª~¯6£¡ ¤qi° and suppose that
 is a structure with more than  elements. Let zf be a tree decomposition of  such that  6 has
size at most ~ for all ±y . Note that  has size at least <²~³¦(¤ . Furthermore, suppose  has a node 
of degree at least  . But then it is easy to see that taking [6 gives a graph with at least  distinct
connected components and therefore a scattered set of size  . On the other hand, if every node of  has
degree less than  , then  must have a path with length greater than © . By the Sunflower Lemma of Erdös
and Rado [7], it follows that we can find ¢ distinct nodes h´eeµeµeµ¶g·y¸ and a set ¹ such that for
º[O» ¼ ,  6$½¾h¿[6ÁÀÂ . It can then be shown that ¡ must contain a  -scattered set of size  . 

Lemma 5.4 For every , and for every and
least and
is a tree-decomposition of
contains a -scattered set of size .

, there exists an such that if
of width , then there exist

is a -structure of size at
and
such that

The third ingredient in the proof is a first-order bi-interpretation between an almost wide structure and
a wide structure. From now on we focus on graphs; the construction extends easily to the general case.
Let
be unary relation symbols and
. For every
graph
and every tuple
we define a -structure
as
follows:

ÃÄ´eeµeµeµjfÃ  vÅ0´eeµeµeµjvÅ 
±ÆqÇ§fÃÄ´qeµeµeµjfÃ  vÅ0´eeµeµeµjvÅ ÉÈ
ÊËY¾ÌfÇÎÍ
Ï>Y2Ð$´ceµeµeµfÐ  Ñ(Ì 

Ò yÓÊ^fÏ¬
1. ((Ì ,
»
2. ÇÎÔMÇ0ÍM¡`Æg2Ð$uÕel ÖØ×!ÆqÐÙuÕ ^ÆqÐ$´peµeµeµjfÐ
È
ÉÈ (Ú È ,
3. ÃÛ½ Ô %ÆqÐg½ ,
È
4. Å½Ô %ÆÂÕ n¨×$2Ð ½ uÕeRÇÎÍ .
È
Let us call a  -structure  derived if Ç Ô is a symmetric and anti-reflexive binary relation, and there are
º ÜM~ and Ð½ is isolated in the graph underlying  ;
elements Ð$´eeµeµeµjfÐ ^ such that ÃÛ½ Ô ¨ÆqÐg½ for ¤ÎÜ

È
º
Ü>~ there is no Õ such that 2Ðg½ÓuÕe^Ç Ô . Note that for every derived structure  there is a
that is, for ¤Ü
unique graph Êyw and a unique ~ -tuple ÏwP of vertices of ÊwP such that
Ý yÓÊywvfÏjw¶vµ
The point behind the construction of Þ%yÓÊ^fÏÙ is that if ß¨ÆqÐ$´peµeµeµjfÐ
ÉÈ is a bottleneck of Ê in the
sense that ÊÝ¡5 contains a large scattered set, then  itself has a large scattered set and maintains all the
information needed to reconstruct Ê . Indeed, ÊwP is first-order interpretable in  , and thus we get the

following lemma:
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à

áqâ§ã

å
æ
1. If æèç éêà ä then æ is derived.
2. If æ is derived, then æëç éà ä if and only if ìyíwæî[ç é(à .

Lemma 5.5 For every first-order sentence
that for all -structures we have:

of vocabulary

there is a sentence

à ä of vocabulary å

such

This follows at once from a standard result on syntactical interpretations (cf., for example, Theorem VIII.2.2 of [6]).
Equipped with these three ingredients we are ready for the main argument.

à

à

ï!ð

ìËéêí¾ñóòfâ0ôØî
ï!ð
íõzòförî
ì þOø
øÿýUö[í ¯î
õ ß
æ éæ{íÓì{ò î
æ àä
ì à

Proof : [of Theorem 5.2] Let be a first-order sentence that is preserved under extensions in . It suffices
to show that has finitely many minimal models. Let
be a graph in
that is a minimal
model of . Suppose for contradiction that
is very large. Let
be a tree-decomposition of width
of , and let
be a bottleneck; that is, a set such that
contains a large
scattered set. By Lemma 5.4 we may assume that

for some 
. Let

, where
. The idea is to work with
and instead of
and and proceed as in the proof

of Theorem 4.3. The difference is that is not preserved under extensions. However, preservation under
extensions is used only twice in the proof of Section 4 (in (4.3) and (4.4)), both times to prove that the
is a model of . Claim 5.6 shows that in both cases,  is a
disjoint union  of the structure with 
model of .
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This shows then that the in (4.3) and (4.4) is a model of à ä . The proof proceeds until we construct
a structure
that satisfies à ä and is a proper substructure of æ . We claim that
is derived. This is
because all bottleneck points have rare type, so they belong to . Let
éQìyí î . Note now that is the
of ì through the bottleneck ø . Again ø is a subset of a bag of the
union of two subgraphs ìRú and ì
tree-decompositions of ìRú and ì , so
belongs to ï!ð by Lemma 5.3. Moreover
is a proper induced
subgraph of ì and
çéßà by Lemma 5.5. This contradicts the minimality of ì , which concludes the
Proof : The bottleneck points are not in
as their type is not frequent and therefore not in  
as
they are isolated in . Thus, Note that  is derived because the bottleneck points are not in . Let




. Clearly,
is an induced subgraph of . Thus all we have to prove is that
belongs to
. Let 
,
where
is
the
bottleneck
of
.
Again,
is
derived.
Let




 .
Clearly,  is an induced subgraph of . In particular,  is in
so it has a tree-decomposition of width
. More importantly, since
 , we can assume as well that
is a subset of some bag of the treeand  through , which is
decomposition of  . These two facts together imply that the union of

precisely , is in
by Lemma 5.3.
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proof.



This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2. Note that this does not imply that the existential preservation
theorem holds on all classes of bounded treewidth. Indeed, we show in the next section that it fails, in
particular, for the class of planar graphs of treewidth 4.
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6 Counterexample for Planar Graphs
The aim of this section is to show that the preservation under extensions property fails on the class of planar
graphs. Let us focus first on the class of planar graphs whose vertices are colored either black or white.
Later we show how to remove the colors. The vocabulary contains a binary relation symbol % for the edge
relation, and a unary relation symbol & for the color. Let ' be the following first-order sentence:
')(+*,.-0/1*,.23/546-8
7(
2:9;&<*-=/>9;&<*23/?9@*'BAC*-?DE2F/HGI'KJL*-?DE2F/E/NMPO
A *-?DE2F/H(+*RQ ST/ 4 S
'


7(
-U9$SV
7(
2WGIXP&<*ST/?9$%*-KDST/>9$%*2YDST/ M
O

'KJL*-?DE2F/H(+*RQYZ0/54[Z\
7(
-]9Z\
7(
2WG^*,._3/1*,.`a/54b_V
7(
`c9dXP&<*_3/>9dXP&*`a/>9%*Z?DE_e/K9$%*ZKDE`a/NMKMKO

We claim that ' is preserved under extensions on the class of black/white-colored planar graphs. Before
we prove this we need a technical gadget. For every fgih , let jk be the black/white-colored planar graph
displayed in Figure 1, where the number of black vertices is exactly f .

Figure 1:

jl

It is not hard to see that j k does not have any planar proper extension in which all other vertices are
adjacent to both white vertices. Let us state this:
Lemma 6.1 Let fmgnh , and let o be a black/white-colored planar graph that is a proper extension of
Then, no vertex in oqpj k is adjacent to both white vertices in j k .
j
k

.

Proof : Let Z be a vertex in oIprj k . Suppose that Z is adjacent to both white vertices in j k . Then
contains a sVt minor by contracting one of the edges connecting Z to a white vertex in j k , and by
o
contracting all but two of the edges in j k that do not have a white endpoint. This contradicts the planarity
of o .
u
Now we are ready to show that
planar graphs:
'

is preserved under extensions on the class of black/white-colored

Lemma 6.2 Let j and o be black/white-colored planar graphs such that o
j
is a model of ' , so is o .
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is a proper extension of
j

. If

|}

Proof : Suppose | } that v is a model of w , so let x and y be two different white vertices in v . If v{z wH~bxy6 ,
then clearly  z wH~bxYy1 because v is | } an induced substructure
of  . In this| } case,  is also a model of
|}
w and we are done. Otherwise, since v
w and v
wB~bxYy6 , we have v
w?LxYy6 . This means that
every vertex in vcxYy is adjacent to at least two other black vertices. It follows that v contains some
v as a (not necessarily induced) subgraph with x and y as white vertices. Here  . It follows then by
|}
Lemma 6.1 that some vertex in \v  fails to be connected to both x and y . But then z wH~bxYy1 so 
is a model of w again.

To complete the argument we need to show that w is not equivalent to an existential sentence on the class
of black/white-colored graphs.
Lemma 6.3 There is no existential sentence equivalent to w on all black/white-colored planar graphs.
Proof : By virtue of Lemma 2.1, we only need to show that w has infinitely many minimal models among
planar graphs. It is easily seen that for all  , v  is a minimal model of w . Indeed, if we remove at least one
of the white vertices from v  , we would not have witnesses for the two outermost existential quantifiers in
w , and if we remove at least one of the black vertices then w ~ remains true while w  fails.

This shows that the preservation-under-extensions property fails for the class of black/white-colored
planar graphs. Removing the colors is easy. It suffices to replace each occurrence of <= by a formula
wKL= stating that  is attached to a d) -grid that is otherwise disconnected from the rest of the graph.
One point to note is that a node without such a grid attached in a graph v may have a grid in an extension
of v . However, this would mean that wB~ would fail in the extension and thus w would necessarily be true.
Thus, the formula is still preserved under extensions. This shows then that the preservation-under-extensions
property fails for the class of planar graphs.
Note further that for any  , the treewidth of v  is at most  . This implies that the existential preservation
theorem fails, even for the class  of planar graphs of treewidth at most 4. Indeed, the sentence w is
preserved under extensions on  since it is preserved under extensions on all planar graphs. However, w
still has infinitely many minimal models in this class as each v  is in  .

7 Conclusions
We have established the extension preservation theorem for a number of interesting classes of finite structures. These include all wide classes—such as any class of structures of bounded degree—and some almost
wide classes, such as 3 , the class of all structures of treewidth less than  . The situation for the extension preservation theorem is quite different to that established for the homomorphism preservation theorem
in [1]. In particular, the former fails on the class of planar while the latter holds on all classes that exclude
a graph minor. Indeed, the methods of proof used here to establish the extension preservation property are
rather different to those used in [1]. It should also be noted that Rossman [15] has recently established that
the homomorphism preservation theorem holds on the class of all finite structures, which contrasts with the
known failure of the extension preservation theorem.
A number of recent results in finite model theory [1, 2, 3, 8, 10, 11] indicate that classes of structure
such as trees or structures of bounded treewidth, planar graphs and graphs of bounded genus, graphs with
excluded minors, and graphs of bounded degree are well behaved in various ways related to their firstorder model theory (in a broad sense). So far, no serious attempt has been made to identify general criteria
connecting the different results. The locality of first-order logic always appears to play a crucial role, and
the notion of wideness formally introduced here seems to be a good structural counterpart. But there is more
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to it than this simple observation; for example, the result of this paper holds on graphs of bounded degree,
but not on planar graphs, whereas for the algorithmic results of [3] it is the other way round. The order
invariance result of [2] has so far eluded all efforts to extend it beyond acyclic structures.
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